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ing-canes, and the curious crutch-like handle of the Gesdtn's or Bairdgi's
(religious ascetic) staff, also called. a Sairagi, are, with lockets and
brooches for English wear, the usual application of this costly and
beautiful work.. Each individual splinter of ruby or diamond may
not be intrinsically worth very much, but the effect of such work as
a whole is often very rich. The Murassidkdr or jewel-setter was
formerly often called apon to set stones, so that they could be sewn
into jewelled cloths. For this purpose, as when the stone was to -be
incrusted upon another, as with minute diamonds or pearls on large
garnets—a common Delhi form—or on jade, he works with gold foil
and a series of small chisel-like tools and fine agate burnishers."
Minakari or the art of enamelling has been known in
Enamelled Jewe-    India from very early times.    The   art
1Iefy*	now is not In a very   flourishing  state,
except at Jaipur. It is, however, still practised on gold
at Jaipur, Alwar, Delhi, and Benares; on silver at
Multan, Bh^walpur, Kashmir, K^ngraf Ku!of Lahore,
Haidrabad in Sind, Karachi, Abbottabad, Nurpor,
Lucknow, Kach, and Jaipur; and on copper in Kashmir^
Jaipur, and many other places. But the work done on
gold at Jaipur is the best in the world. "The colours
employed rival the tints of the rainbow in purity and
brilliancy, and they are laid on the gold by the Jaipur
artists with such exquisite taste that there is never a
want of harmony,; even, when jewels are also used they
serve but to enhance the beauty of 'the enamel.1* The
Jaipur enamel is of the champleitf variety, that is, the
outlines are formed from the plate itself, and the colours
are deposited in depressions of at.
Mr. Baden Powell in his work on *'Punjab manu-
factures0 mentioned Benares as a place which stood next
to Jaipur in the art of enamelling. But very little ena-

